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Dynamic Sensorimotor Model for open-ended acquisition of tool-use Raphael Braud, Alexandre Pitti and Philippe Gaussier Laboratory ETIS, UMR CNRS 8051 University of Cergy-Pontoise, ENSEA, France E-mail: [email protected]



Abstract—Open-ended acquisition of multimodal sensorimotor skills can lead to achieve tasks through unseen scenarios. In this paper, we propose a Dynamic Sensorimotor Model to achieve a tool-use task. We use a 6-degree of freedom robotic arm and a camera to perform a reaching task. The robot first tries to reach the target directly, fails, then make a detour to grasp a tool perceived as an extension of its arm, and then successfully reaches the target with the tool. To perform this, the robot only learns to predict sensory variations through its motor activities and a given sensory pattern. By simulating possible motor activities and alternative sensory pattern, our Dynamic Sensorimotor Model (DSM) is able to control the robot and to create sub-goals onthe-fly.
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I. I NTRODUCTION Open-ended learning is a central issue for autonomous robotic. A major challenge is to define what kind of knowledge robots should learn in order to achieve tasks never encountered before [1], [2]. It remains unclear to what extent low-level skills (e.g., sensorimotor mappings) and higher-level cognitive abilities (e.g., action planing, tool-use) share common learning mechanisms. A continuous development between different levels of cognitive abilities can lead to behaviors as complex as using tools [3], [4]. In a developmental framework, low level behaviors can clearly form atomic components of high level learning [5]. This paper proposes a computational model that encodes sensorimotor laws and, through a simulation mechanism, uses those laws in an open ended manner to solve unseen tasks on-the-fly. This model is applied in an experiment with a 6degree of freedom robotic arm and a camera, and shows how the robot uses the tool in a way never learned before. II. DYNAMIC S ENSORIMOTOR M ODEL In previous works [6], we compared different strategies to encode sensorimotor transformations in the context of tooluse. In the continuity of those works, we use what we called a relative strategy to predict sensory variations based on motor activities and sensory pattern (see also [7] for a closely related model). Sensorimotor laws are learned for each sensor i, and those laws are then used in two different simulations to predict, for each case, possible sensory variations: 1) Motor simulation is used to predict sensory variation in case of a motor activity, within the current sensory context.



Sensorimotor Law Simulator (SLS) Fig. 1. Dynamic Sensorimotor model (DSM): from a given external goal, the model generates motor commands, and eventually sub-goals, kept in a working memory. It selects a goal thanks to a priority mechanism, and sends the variations required for achieving the goal to the Sensorimotor Law Simulator of each sensor, which in return provide the desired motor command or subgoals.



2) Sensory pattern simulation is used to predict sensory variation in case of a motor activity but in an different context, i.e. in a different sensory pattern. The Dynamic Sensorimotor Model (DSM), see fig. 1, can then be decomposed as follow. First, the experimenter gives the robot a goal, i.e. a desired sensory pattern SDes G . Then the distances between the current sensory pattern and the desired sensory pattern (goal) are computed and sent to the Sensorimotor Law Simulator (SLS). Finally, the two kinds of simulations mentioned above are performed in the SLS. If the motor simulations (1) predict sensory variations that lead closer to the goal, corresponding motor commands are sent to the actuators. With this method, we performed in [6] a reaching task of the end-effector of a 4-degree of freedom robot arm, in a 3-dimensional space. In case motor simulations (1) aren’t able to provide motor activities predicting a sensory variation in the desired direction, then the result of the sensory pattern simulation (2) can be possibly used: if, for a simulated sensory pattern SSim , a
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CONFIDENTIAL. Limited circulation. For review only. motor activity can help the robot to get closer to the goal, Sim then the robot creates a sub-goal: SDes . Sub-goals sG = S created through SLS are kept in a working memory until they are satisfied. The robot must then choose between the goal given by the experimenter, and the sub-goals given by the SLS. In order to do this, a simple priority mechanism is used, which associates each desired sensory pattern SDes with a priority value P . The robot selects the SDes associated with the highest priority, and the priority values are given thanks to the following mechanism. The external goal, received from the experimenter, is set at P = 1. The SLS receives desired sensory variations associated with a priority P = p, coming from the selected SDes (i.e. the one with the highest priority). Then, the SLS sends a desired motor activity, or a desired sensory pattern, with a priority P = p + 1. Thanks to this mechanism, subgoals are created with a highest priority than the goal pursued at first. III. R EAL ROBOT EXPERIMENT We perform an experiment on a Katana arm with a 6-degree of freedom, a camera, a tool and a target. In our experiment, a tool is considered as an extension of the body schema (see [8]), so when it is grasped, the robot considers the position of its end-effector to be extended to the tool. The camera is used to recognize and localize the arm, the tool and the target on the image thanks to a previously developed bio-inspired object recognition algorithm based on local points of interests (see [9]). The goal of the experiment is a reaching task, the end effector must be close enough to the target. The robot discovers its own sensorimotor laws through a babbling phase, and learns which sensory pattern and motors contribute to the variation of each sensors. Sensors are the proprioception, the objects and end-effector presence and positions in the visual field, and finally the tactile information coming from the end-effector (activated when the tool is grasped). Moreover, since the tool is perceived as an extension of the body schema, then during the babbling phase, the robot discovers that grasping the rakelike tool visually shifts its end-effector upward. In fig. 2, we can see the position of the end-effector computed by the object recognition algorithm, during the reaching experiment. The target is in the top-right corner, and, in the beginning, the arm is in the bottom-left corner, and the rake-like tool is on the left. During phase 1 the motor simulations (1) provide motor commands that reduce the distance between the end-effector and the target. But the arm is limited in its ability to move upward, which is something the robot has learned during the babbling phase. After a while, because of this predicted limitation, the motor simulations (1) don’t provide motor commands to get closer to the target. As a consequence the sensory pattern simulation (2) is triggered and provides a sub-goal, which consists in grasping the tool, in order to go higher to reach the target. The higher priority of this sub-goal inhibits the main goal, and the robot makes a detour to grasp the tool in phase 2. Once the tool is grasped,



Fig. 2. Hand trajectory of the Katana arm (perceived by the object recognition algorithm) with a target out of reach along the Y axis. The robot makes a detour to grasp the adapted tool.



the working memory of the sub-goal is erased. The main goal is no longer inhibited and the arm, extended with the tool, tries again to reach the target in phase 3. IV. C ONCLUSION In this paper, we propose a method in which a set of sensorimotor laws is used for achieving goals through unseen scenarios (more details in [10]). In DSM, the ability to make a sequence on-the-fly is only based upon the learned laws, and depends on the motor effect on sensory variations, in specific sensory pattern or context. Then, the ability of the robot to learn efficient contexts (i.e. having the tool in the hand moves the end-effector upward) is crucial in this model, and will be the subject of future works. R EFERENCES [1] J. Weng, J. McClelland, A. Pentland, O. Sporns, I. Stockman, M. Sur, and E. Thelen, “Autonomous mental development by robots and animals,” Science, vol. 291, no. 5504, pp. 599–600, 2001. [2] C. Prince, N. Helder, and G. Hollich, “Ongoing emergence: A core concept in epigenetic robotics,” 2005. [3] Y. Nagai and M. Asada, “Predictive learning of sensorimotor information as a key for cognitive development,” in Proc. of the IROS 2015 Workshop on Sensorimotor Contingencies for Robotics, 2015. [4] J. J. Lockman, “A perception-action perspective on tool use development,” Child development, pp. 137–144, 2000. [5] F. Guerin, “Learning like a baby: a survey of artificial intelligence approaches,” The Knowledge Engineering Review, vol. 26, no. 02, pp. 209–236, 2011. [6] R. Braud, A. Pitti, and P. Gaussier, “Comparison of absolute and relative strategies to encode sensorimotor transformations in tool-use,” in Development and Learning and on Epigenetic Robotics (ICDL), 2015 IEEE International Conference on. IEEE, 2015, pp. 267–268. [7] D. Bullock, S. Grossberg, and F. H. Guenther, “A self-organizing neural model of motor equivalent reaching and tool use by a multijoint arm,” Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience, vol. 5, no. 4, pp. 408–435, 1993. [8] A. Maravita and A. Iriki, “Tools for the body (schema),” Trends in cognitive sciences, vol. 8, no. 2, pp. 79–86, 2004. [9] R. Braud, G. Mostafaoui, A. Karaouzene, and P. Gaussier, “Simulating the emergence of early physical and social interactions: A developmental route through low level visuomotor learning,” in From Animals to Animats 13. Springer, 2014, pp. 154–165. [10] R. Braud, A. Pitti, and P. Gaussier, “A modular dynamic sensorimotor model for affordances learning, sequences planing and tool-use,” Cognitive and Developmental Systems, IEEE Transactions on, Submitted.
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